
Renting Duddelibu

Trondheim studentspeidergruppe

Last updated: 29. november 2023

Kæbbinbåss (cabin chief) Bjørnar Kaarevik
(Contact: 473 76 240, bjornar@tssg.no)

Payment Either via Vipps or invoice. Number for Vipps is:
557359 (Duddelibu, TSSG), and payment should be sent within
a week after the end of the stay. Invoice should be paid within
two weeks after it has been sent. Mark the payment with name
of the renter and the renting period, this goes for both Vipps and
invoice.

Price list
TSSG Scouts∗ Other

Per night 25,- 50,- 75,-
Min. per weekend 0,- 600,- 600,-
Min. per night 0,- 300,- 300,-

Cabin coordinates 63° 16.958’ N, 10° 54.283’ E

Cabin directions The cabin can be found on Google maps,
search for Duddelibu. It is located approximately 50 km from
Trondheim city center. The parking lot which should be used
is along Fv963 from Hommelvik. It is on the right just after the
Haukåtjenna lake. (Coordinates: 63° 17.064’ N, 10° 54.604’ E.) Do
not drive the car further in.

It takes 5–10 minutes to get to the cabin from the parking
lot. Follow the road for about 500 meters until the end, and then
walk 50 meters more towards the left (south east). You will walk
past the well and to the cabin. See the supplied map.

In wintertime there is usually deep snow. When there is no
snow, you should see wooden platforms leading to the cabin.

Heating Wehave a nice soapstone oven for heating. Fire care-
fully the first half hour to let the oven heat up slowly. Do not
overfill it with wood. It takes a long time to fully heat the oven
up, but this means it also keeps warm for longer. Use dry fi-
rewood from the storage inside. Ash may be disposed of behind
the privy.

Gas and lighting We have generation fo electricity by solar
panels, and most of the cabin should have electric lights. The
power is turned on by pressing the button labeled ”Hovedbry-
ter AV/PÅ”on the regulator in the attic. This button is the main
breaker. If arrows are pointing from the battery to the light bulb
on the display, the power is on. Please conserve electricity as
much as possible and turn off lights that are not needed.

There is gas for the gas-fired stove in the tool shed which
must be connected on arrival. Remember to turn off and discon-
nect the gas before departure!

In the annex, oil lamps or temporary lighting must be used.
Kerosene for the lamps can be found in a small white or big red
container in the tool-shed.

Drinking water We have a well with drinking water some
tens of meters from the cabin, in the facing direction when stan-
ding in the doorway out. Use the metal buckets placed by the
oven. (There are only for drinking water.) The well freezes du-
ring winter, but this is solved by cracking the ice on top. The
well house must sometimes be dug out of the snow.

Food Spices and sugar in the kitchen may be used at your
leisure. Do not use any other food in the cabin. Tea and coffee
kettles are marked with labels. Do not leave any food in the ca-
bin. The top cupboard in the shed is mouse-tight. Hang all food
which does not fit in the cupboard up above ground so the mice
cannot reach it.

Beds and indoors shoes You must bring sleeping bags or so-
mething equivalent. The cabin has mattresses and pillows. Slip-
pers are highly recommended.

Bonfires Bonfires may only be lit in the approved location
behind the cabin. You may only light bonfires with your own
firewood. If bonfires are lit with firewood from the cabin, or in
other places then the approved location, a 2000 kr finewill incur.

Privy and water-letting The privy is located downhill from
the cabin. Those with sufficient plumbing can make use of the
well signposted secondary area when nature calls only lightly.

Sauna and Spa The sauna is wood fired, so be careful. A cle-
ver trick is to place a big pot of water on the oven in the sauna
so you can use the water for cleaning later. Do not bring plastic
buckets or other things prone to melting into the sauna.

The Spa (Kurbadet) is in the bog behind the cabin. Remember
to place the lid back on after using the Spa.

Tables The tables can be joined together forming a long table.
If there is no bench under the window, there is an extra bench
plate in the attic. The smallest table can be raised so it is as tall
as the dining table.

Kitchen towels These can be found in the rightmost drawer
in the kitchen. Dirty towels must be taken back home, cleaned
and returned to the Kæbbinbåss together with the keys after the
trip.

Fire alarm There is a fire alarm on the attic (the pillar by
the ladder). Check that the batteries are slotted in and that they
work.

Waste Waste can be disposed of in the containers by the main
road, some distance back towards Hommelvik on the left. Alter-
natively, they may be brought back to the city.

∗Paying member of a scouting group.
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Notice! Duddelibu is a privately owned cabin, not a Koie. We
hope you remember this when the party goes on deep into the
night… When you leave, the cabin should look as it did when
you arrived. Broken items must be replaces and extra clean up
after the stay will incur extra costs on the renter (500 kr per
started hour).

Checkout

Renter:

Phone: E-mail:

Check-in (date with year): Checkout:

Number of visitors: Total price:

Checklist before departure:

f Warm water for washing in good time!
f Do the dishes
f Pack personal items
f Pack leftover food
f Clean the tables, kitchen counter and gas flares
f Sweep the floor in the privy
f Sweep the floor and clean up in the sauna
f Clear the outside area
f Empty the oven for ashes
f Split starter-wood for the next people
f Fill the firewood basket

f Write in the cabin log book
f Sweep and wash the floors in the cabin
f Place candles in all appropriate holders
f Empty the water buckets and turn them upside down
f Remove trash from the cabin and privy
f Replace the trash bags
f Disconnect the gas
f Turn of the electricity
f Open the air vents
f Close all windows and curtains
f Lock the doors

Info to the Kæbbinbåss:

f Few/no candles left
f Little/no gas left

f Little/no toilet paper left
f Only one bar left on the battery

• Other deficiencies:
• Something broken:
• Comments:
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